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Translations:  Can shift the graph upward or downwards.                          
                      Notice where the "k" is located.

Transforming Functions

Translations:  Can also shift a graph left or right.  
                       Notice where the "k" is now!
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*Notice where the negative sign is!

*look where the 2 is being multiplied in the graphs!
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*look where the 2 is being multiplied in this graph!

Describe the transformations for the graphs below and sketch.
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Translations

Reflections
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Stretch

To Summarize Transformations:

"y-values move up" "y-values move down"

"x-values move left" "x-values move right"
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"x-values multiply by 1/q"
or "x-values divide by q"

"y-values multiply by p"

"y-values switch signs" "x-values switch signs"

Transformations of Functions Practice

It might help to describe what's happening to f(x) 
before writing the new function in terms of f(x).
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Describe the transformation occurring on f(x) and 
sketch the curve based on the curve of f(x).

Describe the transformation occurring on f(x) and 
sketch the curve based on the curve of f(x).
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Parent Function

y = x2
a)   y = (x - 2)2 - 4

Parent Function

y = x3
e)   y = -(x - 2)3 + 1
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Parent Function

y = √x
i)   y = - √(x - 2) + 3

Parent Function

y = |x|
l)   y = 2|x - 1| + 3
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Homework:

1. Transformation Worksheet 1

2. Finish in-class worksheet (Transformation WS 2)
-On 3(m) - graph using a table of values

-Use transformations to graph 3(n)!
-Skip 4(f & g)


